Warren Matthee
MB BCh (Wits), MRCS (England), MMed (Ortho Surg), FC Orth (SA)
ORTHOPAEDIC SURGEON
Pr. No: 0444340

Physiotherapy Protocol – Shoulder Arthroscopy:
Acromioplasty / ACJ Excision / Calcium Excision
*** Postoperative physiotherapy will not be included in the hospital fee ***
This will be required to be submitted to your medical aid or paid separately
Recommendations following your surgery:
•

Activities of daily living: Depending on the procedure you can use your arm for activities of daily
living such as eating, dressing and washing. You will find using a pump-action soap dispenser
helpful. Do not lift anything heavier than a cup for the first 2-3 weeks.

•

Dressings: You may remove any covering tape and/or padding from the shoulder 48 hours after
the surgery but do not remove the dressings (plasters).

•

Driving: No driving for 24 hours after an anaesthetic. Driving is usually possible by two weeks and
sometimes sooner. Return to driving after your shoulder procedure will be individually tailored
and based on when you would be able to safely and actively move your shoulder without
assistance, and without causing yourself or others injury on the road. It is illegal to drive while
wearing a sling.
Indications that you can drive are: Minimal pain (you should not be on any painkillers); Able to
get in and out of car on your own without assistance; Able to put both arms on the steering
wheel; No sling

•

Eating: You may need assistance with eating after your operation as you will only be able to use
your un-operated hand. When comfortable and as permitted, you may return to feeding yourself
with both hands.

•

Follow-up: Please discuss the need for further post-operative physiotherapy with Dr Matthee at
your first follow-up appointment.

•

Getting dressed: You will find it easier to use front-opening clothes and clothes which are loosefitting. DRESS the operated arm FIRST: Bend your body forward to allow your arm to gently hang
away from your body with the effects of gravity and pull the shirt up and over the operated arm.
Only use the un-operated arm to do the buttons up. UNDRESS your operated arm LAST: Take the
un-operated arm out the shirt first and then slip the shirt off the operated arm.
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•

Ice packs: Ice is an effective analgesic. It can be used over the shoulder to help with pain and
local inflammation. Can be used 3 – 5 x per day, in a thin towel for 15 minutes at a time. Do not
apply for long periods or directly to the skin.

•

Medication: Take pain medication as prescribed. This will minimize protective muscle spasm and
allow for a speedy return to activities of daily living and facilitate rehabilitation.

•

Sleeping: Your sling should be kept on while you are in bed. You may find it more comfortable to
sleep on your back (or the unaffected side) initially, with a pillow under your operated arm for
support. Support the shoulder with a pillow under the elbow and arm.

•

Sling: To be worn for 2 - 3 weeks for comfort (this may vary depending on the procedure). The
sling is essential when walking or sleeping. You may remove the sling to shower, dress or during
exercises. You may also remove the sling when sitting or lying where your arm is supported by a
pillow. You can wean yourself out of the sling after 2 weeks unless otherwise instructed by Dr
Matthee – Please discuss at your post-op follow up.

•

Walking/stairs: You should get out of bed and move around as much as you can. With your arm
immobilised in a sling you can be unstable, which could lead to a stumble and/or a fall. Exercise
extra caution during this period. Hold the railing with the un-operated arm while going up and
down stairs.

•

Washing: Showering ONLY, no bathing. When washing under your arm or dressing, remove your
sling and straighten your elbow. Although they are waterproof, the dressings / plasters should
not be soaked. Use a face cloth to wipe your armpit. Ideally try to use a hand-pump soap
dispenser as this only needs one hand to operate. A towelling gown can be helpful getting dry
after a shower.

•

Work: You may return to work as soon as you feel comfortable. If possible try to arrange to start
on light duties.

Home Exercise Program: Perform 2-3 X per day, remove sling for exercises
*** Precautions ***
DO NOT force a stretch or do any sudden movements
Do your exercises in a pain-free range of movement
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